
Parents       Students           Staff 
SATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN     SATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN        SATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN  
 Crest on the uniform       * The Dominic crest is well liked and revered by students    * Look of the uniform   
 Colours in the uniform     * A layered uniform, maybe the new one needs more options   * PE uniform feel it is adequate for all students generally 
 Our image when we are out and about   * Large percentage of the study are happy with the uniform      and in good condition 
 Durability       * Comfortable and durable PE uniform- easy to move in    * The fact that there are not too many colours in the uniform 
 Unisex items - interchangeable with family   * Formal uniform looks nice when worn correctly     * Crest and branding the logos make the uniform look smart 

members (jumpers, track pants, blazer etc)  * There is positivity around the PE uniform- wears well    * The colours as they are distinctive to Dominic College   
 PE uniform       * The uniform washes and dries well       * Blazer coming in as part of uniform in the later years 
 Having both a formal and PE uniform   * Warm and comfortable         * Having a uniform connects students and community 

         * Easy to put on apart from jumpers in PE      * Having a formal and PE uniform      
                     * Elements of tradition and the past being reflected 

DISSATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN    DISSATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN       DISSATISFACTION – THE TOP TEN      

 Jumpers are too itchy     * Comfort level of the uniform is an issue and it is outdated   * Shirts for boys need review (colour and tucking in)   

 Skirts are too itchy      * Comfort level of shirt, skirt, primary shorts and K-10 jumper   * Colour review of shirts in general to ease washing 
 (P-2) the whole uniform (ties not appropriate)  * Girls bow ties get lost all the time and don’t stay on easily   * Improved fabrics (woolen jumper, rugby top, tracksuit  
 Flexibility in sizing      * Girls would like ties as well            pants and spray jackets) 
 Not warm enough      * Cost of the uniform          * Not enough options in the uniform range    
 Too hot in Summer      * Lack of options in the uniform, more options on the side of the girls  * Spray jacket noisy, messy / untidy / doesn’t serve a purpose  
 Keeping white shirts clean        short/trousers for girls, long sleeve shirts, soft shell jacket,    * Blazer fabric – gets wet and smelly 
 Do not want logo socks        winter coat jacket, house polo’s, vests      * Not a suitable uniform for different body sizes     
 Shirts - (fitting of the girls)      * Parts of uniform are see through, especially when wet    * Uniform needs to suit the weather and climate (flexibility) 

     (boys always hanging out)   * Smell of blazer and jumper when they get wet (Fabric)    * Ties, socks and lace up shoes need to be reviewed (unisex tie) 
 Cost of the changeover raised    * Would be good to have more breathable fabric with garments-   * Material of the skins / tights – stretchy, elasticity 

 Formal and Sport 
* Girls tights need elastic at the band, have a high waist - the inner lining black 
* Sports uniform material needs changing, more usable, better track pants and  
  shorts that aren’t gender neutral for sport, making the sport uniform usable 
  for all carnivals / sports & modernizing the whole sport uniform in general  

 
CONSTRUCTIVE, POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS    CONSTRUCTIVE, POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS      CONSTRUCTIVE, POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS 
 Over shirts for boys       * Long sleeve formal shirts and PE polo tops as an option.   * K-2 should be wearing a sports uniform 
 Trousers for 7-10 girls     * Socks- mixed opinions on the outcome of socks but they need   * A layered uniform needed for weather conditions 
 Summer dress and cardigan       to work with whatever the end uniform design is     * Ties need to be reviewed similar tie for boys / girls (unisex) 
 Soft shell jacket for K-10     * Fabric issues need to be fixed (itchiness, smell when wet)- Jumper – P-10 * School dress would allow for different body shapes and fits 
 Unisex Tie          Blazer (3-10) - Shorts (girls primary) - Skirt P-10 - Track pants for PE  * Strong support for soft shell jackets 

 Skorts for PE K-10      * Adjusting colour shades of garments- current colours with modern style  * Review the boys’ shirt – tucking in / colour 
 More layers possibly a black thermal to wear    * Cardigans            * Change of material for sport pants – track pants and tights 

under PE Uniform      * House polo design should incorporate the mascot drawn up from 2018     and consideration of a House colour polo for sports uniform 
 House polo tops      * Cuffed track pants         * More options for girls – pants, shorts and dress 
 Look at the socks for formal and PE uniform  * Summer dress          * Vest / cardigan is needed 
 Hats with better sun protection    * Soft shell jacket option         * Keep the College blazer (strong support) 

       * Greater options for uniform incorporating above options  


